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**Did You Know**
You have access to GREAT Primary Resources?

**UPDATED STEP-BY-STEP INSTRUCTIONS TO ACCESS THE ADAM MATTHEW PRIMARY SOURCE COLLECTIONS**

USC Libraries offers access to the Adam Matthew Primary Source Collections which includes digitized resources from archival collections from around the world!

Use this link to access the Adam Matthew Database:

Stay tuned later in the semester for a step-by-step guide to accessing other databases through the USC Libraries Website!
You are now in the Adam Matthew Database. You can either browse collections from the main page or search across all collections using the search bar.

Once you have found a collection of interest you can read the introduction, browse all the documents in the collection, view maps, and more! Click the menu button (highlighted in RED below) to see more options.
Enjoy browsing the Adam Matthew Primary Course Collections and using their resources in your own research and in your courses!
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